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Covered Shelter:
Dimensions: 420' long, consisting of (3) profiles: 50' wide at first/last bay, sloping from 20' to 25'; 55' wide at
intermediate bays, sloping from 14' to 18'; and, 55' wide at central tower, sloping from 26' to 32'
Lighting: (144) F164-T155-H-02-2-VE-0 (4') uplights with HBB02000 mounting hangers
Estimated illuminance: 18 fcai on first/last canopy bay and central tower; 32 fcai on
		
intermediate canopy bays; 6 fcai on concrete waiting platform
Estimated power density: 0.4 W/sf of covered area

elliptipar Style F164
The Middle Street Intermodal
Center is located at its intersection
with Kamehameha Highway and
includes a transit center for O‘ahu’s
TheBus line, a park-and-ride lot,
and administration/maintenance/
parking for the TheHandi-Van fleet.
TheBus is operated by a public-private
partnership and has been recognized
twice in the past twenty years as
“America’s Best Transit System.”
Annual ridership is 70.6 million with
532 buses on 107 routes. TheBus is
used extensively by students of all
ages as much of the island does not
have school bus routes.
The bays for staging buses at the
transit center feature boarding areas
topped with upsweeping chevron
shaped roofs; the ceilings underneath
are illuminated by elliptipar Style
F164 luminaires. Reflected, indirect
light from the white structure provides
diffuse, shadow-free illumination for
pedestrian safety and security.
Style F164’s reflector, optimized for
T5, offers precise optical control.
A snap-on acrylic lens creates a
watertight lamp compartment
whether fixtures are facing up or
down, and allows quicker relamping.
Rugged aluminum and stainless
steel construction stands up to most
environments. Style F164 is Cradle
to Cradle Certified , designating
environmental safety and reusability in
component materials.

In addition to providing indirect lighting for waiting passengers,
the illuminated canopy surfaces also serve as a luminous beacon
that identifies the center’s location.

Typical mounting
locations place the
F164s 30" beneath the
lower canopy edge.

Cradle to Cradle Certified CM is
a certification mark licensed
by the Cradle to Cradle
Products Innovation Institute.

Typical intermediate (lower) and end bays (higher) with
back-to-back F164s on tubular framing.
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